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Story

Hugo is a genius, brilliant at sport and the coolest boy in the school – in his dreams, at any rate... in real life,

he is still miles away from being famous!

What he likes best is hanging out with his best friend Nico and complaining about the biggest problem

anyone can have at his age: how can I change overnight from being Mr Average to a superhero?

It’s happening! The most exciting event of the year is about to start : the class outing! Of course, Hugo is

desperate to share with Nico and the two of them work out the best plan for holding midnight feasts. Hugo

can hardly wait to get started. But, shortly before they set off, his mother tells him that she has something

important to convey when he gets back, so he spends the whole holiday worrying about it. Have his parents

won the Lottery? Are they getting divorced? Or is he about to be asked to get his act together as a big

brother?

• Each volumes a standalone story focusing on one topic e.g. sports, school, girls

• Witty comic-style illustrations supporting the text

• Authentic and understanding description of the world of an 12-year-old

• Author Sabine Zett is perfectly entitled to understand the mind of a 12-year-old as she has a son of the

same age

• Easy to read as funny illustrations break up the text
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Sabine Zett

Sabine Zett grew up in Westphalia. As a young student she enjoyed writing stories and wrote articles for a

local newspaper. After graduation she has worked as a journalist for several years.

When her son and daughter were born, she began writing theatre and radio plays, and books for children.

She lives in the lower Rhine area together with her family.

More information on www.sabine-zett.de

More titles in this series

Stay Cool, Hugo! (Vol. 6) Hugo’s Had Enough (Vol. 3) Hugo’s Masterplan (Vol. 2)

Hugo the Genius (Vol. 1) Very Important Hugo (Vol. 4)
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